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Airbus Helicopters’ Fleet Keeper® extends its deployment to the 
Philippines 
The innovative application will modernise local helicopter flight log processes 
and provide timely maintenance reminders. 
 
Philippines, 9 October 2017 – Airbus Helicopters has successfully obtained Civil Aviation 
Authority of the Philippines’ (CAAP) acceptance for the deployment of its Fleet Keeper® 
application in the country. Following a successful introduction in Europe, Philippines is the 
second country in Southeast Asia, after Singapore, to accept the use of electronic technical 
logbooks for its helicopter fleet. 
 
After four months of intensive interactions that included discussions and user demonstrations, the 
CAAP has confirmed that Fleet Keeper® meets the country’s airworthiness requirements.   From 
now on, operators can substitute the paper technical logbook for Fleet Keeper® in Philippines’ 
operations. Five local operators have since enrolled some seven Airbus helicopters into this 
programme, following CAAP’s approval. 
 
“We are grateful that despite the initial legislative, infrastructure and digital challenges, the CAAP 
has finally accorded us the mark of acceptance for the implementation of Fleet Keeper® in the 
country,” said Lionel de Maupeou, Managing Director of Airbus Helicopters Philippines. “Our goal is 
the full enrolment of all local operators’ Airbus helicopters flying in Philippines, to fully digitalise flight 
log processes and ease operations.”  
 
Fleet Keeper® will be progressively introduced to the other Southeast Asian countries. 
 
The Airbus Helicopters-developed Fleet Keeper® is a complete e-solution that builds upon 
traditional paper-based technical log books – providing simplified processes and unmatched 
convenience. Fleet Keeper® delivers cockpit views of a customer’s fleet status, and enables real-
time data exchange between pilots, line mechanics and airworthiness managers. It is compatible 
with all Airbus’ helicopters, as well as those of other manufacturers. 
 
 
About Airbus 
Airbus is a global leader in aeronautics, space and related services. In 2016, it generated revenues of € 67 billion 
and employed a workforce of around 134,000. Airbus offers the most comprehensive range of passenger airliners 
from 100 to more than 600 seats. Airbus is also a European leader providing tanker, combat, transport and 
mission aircraft, and is one of the world’s leading space companies. In helicopters, Airbus provides the most 
efficient civil and military rotorcraft solutions worldwide. 
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